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(Mr. Speaker]

jects and it is more appropriate to 
discuss them together because they 
are all interlinked in a way.

Your complaint is that the Police 
are not behaving in the maner in which 
they should. That is why one incident 
will not do and that is why all inci
dents have to be discussed together.

(Interruptions)**

MR. SPEAKER: Don't record.
Which is tKfe rule that is broken? I 
am not allowing a debate or argument. 
You tell me which is the rule that is 
broken, I will allow.

sfarcft TO roft (ftrrrft) :

STSTST 1TTT STPfi ST f i r

t , *  ^ r r  ?, f?p «*r tj* srrtT

MR. SPEAKER: it is not a point
of order. What is the rule.

SHRIMATI CHANDRAVATI; I can 
say anything on a point of order.

MR. SPEAKER- No. No. Not at 
all. You are mistaken. You can only 
say under what rule. Please sit down. 
She has no right. You are not alow- 
ed. Don’t rEJBVd

(Interruptions)•*

SHRI K. P. UNNIKRISHNAN 
(Badagara): I am on a point of

order. My point of order is this. 
The Agricultural University. Pantna- 
gar is heavily subsidised by the 
Central Exchequer. (Interruptions).

MR. SPEAKER: This is point of
order. I am aslfthg which rule. Why 
don’t you take note of my responsi
bility? I am asking the rule or the 
law which is broken.

SHRI K. P. UNNIKRISHNAN: The 
Pantnagar Agricultural University is

••Not recorded.

heavily subsidised by  the Central 
Exchequer. It is not merely a matter 
of law and order of the State but h| 
is olso a matter of concern for this 
House How the Central Exchequer's 
finances are being disbursed. Now, 
the operations and all the projects 
subsidised from the Central Exchequer 
have come to a standstill. That is 
why, you know, I had sent a separate 
motion to you to consider the situa
tion arising out of this. It happened 
because of a massive offensive 
launched by the police at the instance 
of certain people in Delhi. Thia  ̂ j* 
the point. (Interruptions).

MR SPEAKER: What he says is
that it is a Cenffral subject.

SHRI K. P. UNNIKRISHNAN: If
is not only law and order. Of course, 
partly law and order is there. But 
there are other issues whiffh are in
volved.

MR. SPEAKER- I have considered 
that also. It has not appealed to me. 
Merely because Centra] Government 
is giving the money, it does not 
become a Central subject.

(Interruptions) ••

MR SPEAKER: Do not record.

12.15 hrs.

RE. PONITS OF ORDER (PRO
CEDURE)

PROF. P. G. MAVALANKAR 
(Gandhinagar): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I
am rising on a point of order under 
Rules 370 (1) (2) (8) (4) (5) (8 ); 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) and under Rule 
377 and under Rules 56, 57 an3 58. 
Under these five rules 1 am raising the 
point of" order. We have been watch
ing for the last week and this week 
that the Chair—not only you But even 
the other people who sit in the Chair 
—ask for the'Rule. Sir, whenever we
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raise tfie point of order under Rule 
376. There is no other rule under
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which we can raise a point o2 order. 
How, Sir, from last week and this 
week, I have been watching, and I 
must say with great respect, that you 
are asking 'thia question from ua 
“which rule is broken” ? I would 
like lo  ask you under which rule the 
Chair asks us that we must give the 
rule which is broken. Sir, you will 
kindly see Rule 376(1). 1 will read 
out that and then I will come to Rule 
58.

“376(1) A point of order shall 
relate to the intenpretation f r 
enforcement of these rules or such 
Articles of the Constitution as re
gulate tl&tftiSIhess of tRe House and 
shall raise a question which is within 
the cognizance of the Speaker.*

My point is that there are a number 
of things w lich are not specifically 
regulated by this or that rule but by 
conventions wHfch come under the 
cognizance of the Speaker and if, 
therefore, I, as a Member of this 
House, feel that a particular matter 
comes under the cognizance of the 
Speaker, then I am within my right 
to get up 'under 376 (1) and invite 
your attention If “ you think that I 
am abusing the point of order by rais
ing a matter through a point of order 
wihich you have rejected, then by all 
means you can interrupt and ask me 
“sit down* and 1 must sit down and I 
must not even go on record. But 
before I fully raises the point of 
order on a particular matter which I 
may consider to be within your 
cognizance, I do not understand how 
the Chair can ask a Member by saving 
“which rule is broken” ? ----- (In
terruptions).

Secondly, You will find that in re
gard to this Rule Book, howsoever 
intelligent and good one may be «it 
ell these things, many things happen 
on  the spur of the moment and the 
debate take* place and we are not

602 LS—10

But w « know definitely that several 
rules are broken and discussion is 
needed. Therefore, I would request 
you please do not use this blanket 
technique of preventing us from 
raising a point of order. And, during 
the week-end I did gome quiet study. 
Sir, I could not fiBS any rule in this 
Book which tells tbe Speaker “you 
have a right to tell the Member to 
quote the rule which is broken or 
sit down” ! There is no such rule in 
this Rule Book. We could not get it 
from this Book. t

( Interruptions) i

THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRI 
MORARJI DESAI): May I say a few 
words? I am surprised that my hem. 
friend Shri Mavalankar should have 
raised an omnibus issue. He seems to 
consider himself to be a defender o f 
all the people who raise points of 
order. In this House it is common 
knowledge that anybody who wants 
to rise immediately to speak says: 
“On a point o f order**. It is a common 
thing. Now, is the Speaker going to 
allow everybody to do that? Then 
there will be nothing except points o f 
order and even bogus points of order, 
if I may say so. Many a time, you 
insist that when it is within the 
cognizance of the Speaker he should 
allow it  The fact that he does not 
allow it means that he does not take 
cognizance of it. Why is that rot 
accepted? We are bound by our 
pledge to the Speaker that we will 
accept the decision of the Speaker. But 
the hon. Member had the courage to 
ask the Speaker ' ‘under what rule 
you say this, will you tell m e?" 
(Interruptions) I am afraid we are 

exceeding our rights. (Interruptions)
I do not agree with this, (Interrup
tions) .

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA: 
rose—

MR. SPEAKER: Your point of
order is on this issue___?

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
(Begusarai): Now, Sir, the hon.
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[Shri Shy am Nandan Mishra]
Member, Mr. Mavalankar, has raised 
the question whether the Chair is in 
order to ask for reference to the Rule 
which has been breached. I think 
the Chair is perfectly in order to ask 
which rule has been violated or 
breached.. . .  (Interruptions).

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Mavalankar
has raised a point of order that *he 
Speaker has no right to ask—  (In
terruptions).

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA: 
So far as that position of the Chair 
is concerned, I have absolutely no 
doubt in my mind that the Chair is 
perfectly in order to ask for the rule 
which had been violated or breached. 
But the point is that the Chair also 
has to be governed by certain rules 
and therefore the Chair also will have 
to say, whether in giving ruling, the 
Chair is doing so according to certain 
rules. The Chair also is not beyond 
the rules, so if there is any order or 
ruling of the Chair that can be 
challeiged on the basis of the Rules of 
Procedure of the House, that could 
be done. In this matter I should like 
you to take fully into account what
ever observations you Have made in 
the past on this subject and correlate 
them to whatever hon. Member Shri 
Mavalankar bas said. I think that if 
it comes simply to this that the Chair 
cannot «sk a Member to refer to rules 
then of course the hon. Member's 
position would be completely out of 
order. But, If there have been certain 
observations of the Chair with regard 
to the points of order raised in the past 
which may not be in conformity with 
the rules, that can form a different 
category altogether.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU (Dia
mond Harbour); My point of order 
is under rule 870.

MR. SPEAKER: Are you speaking 
on the point of order of Mr. Mavalan
kar?

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: I  also 
speak on that. Rule 878(1) says that 
the point of order shall relate to the 
interpretation or enforcement of the 
rules. Para 2 enables a person to 
raise a point of order during the in
terval between the termination of one 
item of business and comencement of 
another if it relates to the mainten
ance of order or any arrangement of 
(buiness before the House. The Ques
tion Hour is over and you are about 
to take up the laying of the papers. 
Now points of order have been raised 
and we have been quite right to do so 
under the rule. Para 8 says, subject 
to sub-rules 1 and 2, a Member may 
formulate a point of order and the 
Speaker shall decide whether the 
point raised is a point of order and 
if so, he shall give a decision thereon 
which shall be final. The point of 
order under this rule which I wanted 
to bring before you is this: can you 
kindly educate me why the hon. Home 
Minister is visting.. . .

(Interruptions)**

MR. SPEAKER: That is not a
point of order; I am not aware of it. 
Under the guise of a point of order, 
you mention something. It will not 
be recorded.

Unterrupfiofk) ••

MR. SPEAKER: it is not recorded. 
We are now or a point of raised order 
raised by Mr. Mavalankar about the 
authority of the Speaker.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: My
point oi order Is different.

MR. SPEAKER*. If it is a different 
point of order, do not raise it now.

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA (Tumkur): 
I want to say tBis on~ behalf of the 
Opposition.

MR. SPEAKER: If you are not
speaking on the point of order now 
under discussion, it will not be re
corded.

(Interruptions) *•

••Not recorded.
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MR. SPEAKER: Do not record It 
•ft t w  (*rraf)^T) :

. . .
MR. SPEAKER: ATe you support* 

ing Mr. Mavalankar** point of order9
«ft ifrft i to x  TW JTRWT, *  

V’CTT ^T̂ TT $ fo  q-ff |
n r  * t ,  $ * r r  w n F f o r  s h t p t

% « i ? $ r f r n r * n F n f  ^ r >  ^ r i z  * r r c >  « r r * T  
arrfr f  95 sftrcrar * z r iz  

u r o  f w - u r t r  f  1 n r  s o r t  #  
*nwt faftrer 5?r> % ^ firq»<
nr *tot *r qr v %^rt vtrt i 
n r ^  $*rnfr <**> Sfjftaw wxwft $ %ttx 
n r  % 5T3^ W  V%jsRT «ptptt
I>rr 1 Jttt in? fai«Fr $ fV ararwro 
f  fa  fasr % *rmfifwr orm s «rro> 
m i x  ssr x& $ ?r> nr *r m m  ftrar 
*rrrr r̂r%cr fa nr *r ^ r tflr JF̂ ?r?r

5TRJ11 %*«T*ST t  i t o f  <r i'V 
* r r t * m i x  1 1 n r *

TfWtafT, *fa ^ar «ft
fc 1

But no chair can ask everything be
fore raising the point of order.

*rn»> «m?T 33̂  «ft t t r  ?r> 
n r  f i r ? r r  f * r r  $  1 n r f a s r  * r r r  n r

TFT 5T I % 5T5TTOT
sfWhlT^C tftsifofT srfos- 

f*rsr?rr* *ft $>ft f , fbr?r % ft#  nmps 
*rro> miT ^ 5 r t  qnrr 1 n r  n r  

r x  tita-vm vr *.>f Tnrarr fsrrrsrsrr 
t m  1

SHRI NARENDRA P. NATHWANI 
(Junagadh): Mr. Speaker, Sir, there 
if  no point in the point of order 
raised by my  friend, Mir. Mavalankar. 
Rult 376 (I) ig very explicit There 
can be a a point of order as regards 
the interpretation and enforcement of 
rules. 1 would proceed on that basis. 
Sub-rule (i) expressly states that if 
there it any question that of interpretion 
or enforcement of any ruee of business, 
a point of order may be raised, If

any member deviates from, infringes 
or breaks any rule, another member 
can point out that that particular ’ ule 
is broken and may be enforced. 
Therefore, you are well within your 
rights.. . .

SHRI K. GOPAL (Rarur): He is 
supporting you.

MR. SPEAKER: That is alright
SHRI MORARJI DESAI: I want

to draw your attention to Rule 389, 
which is very specific, which Is about 
the residuary powers of the Speaker. 
All matters not specifically provided 
for in these rules and all questions 
relating to the detailed working of 
these rules shall be regulated in such 
manner as the Speaker may from time 
to time direct and we have to accept 
the directions.

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Prime Minis
ter, specifically there is a rule here.

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI (Bom
bay North-West): I rise to support
what the distinguished Prime Minister 
has said and to oppose the point of 
order which my friend, Mr. Mavalan- 
kar has raised. Mr. Speaker, we must 
base our decision On correct principle. 
Rule 376 (I) on which Mr. Mavalan- 
kar is relying contains the word 'and* 
and therefore, froth conditions are to 
be read coniunctively whereas he seems 
to read them disjunctively. He seems 
to think that merely because a matter 
relates to something which the 
Speaker can take cognisance of, that 
by itself satisfies the conditions, which 
it does not Both the conditions must 
be satisfied and therefore, you f re 
entitled to ask a Member, “which is 
(the rule that is broken?*'.

SHRI K. GOPAL: Mr. Speaker,
Sir, as far as I understood my friend, 
Mr. Mavalankar, I do not think that 
he challenged your authority.

PROF. P. G. MAVALANKAR: Not 
at all.

SHRI K. GOPAL: There are cer
tain things in this House like conven
tions and precedents. Not only her*— 
you have occupied the highest post
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[Shri K. Gopal]

in the judiciary-—there also we have 
precedents and conventions. You 
would like to take note of the feel
ings of the Members; the mood of the 
House is the mood of the Nation and 
it cannot be the other way round. 
While I completely agree with you in 
the matter of regulating the House, 
discipline should be there, in instances 
like this, in exceptional cases, wnere 
a specific matter haso been brught, I 
wish that you could have stuck to the 
conventions which are there in this 
House where the Speaker has allow
ed the Members t o . . . .

MR. SPEAKER: No, No, Mr. Gopal.

Having done that, now, Mr. Mava
lankar has raised a question which 
has been probably raised many times 
and Mr. Mavalankar is more interest
ed in it because he is one of those 
persons who constantly raise points 
of order. It is necessary therefore, to 
decide it finally.

The main rule is 378. The main 
provision is sub-rule (i) which 
governs all other rules. Sub-rule (i) 
says: A  point of order shall relate to 
the interpretation or enforcement of 
these rules or such articles of the 
Constitution as regulate the business 
of the House and shall raise a ques
tion which is within the cognisance 
of the Speaker. Two things are rele
vant. The first is, it must raise a 
breach of a rule or an Article of the 
Constitution which regulates the 
business of the House and second, it 
must be one which is within the 
cognisance o f the Speaker. These 
are the two things. The question is, 
as soon as a matter is raised, is there 
a breach of rule, is there a breach of 
any Article of the Constitution, is 
there a breach of any other law, and 
further whether the point raised is 
within the Cognisance of the Speaker? 
for this, again it it regulated sv  «

Direction of the Speaker given earlier. 
The procedure he has laid down i* 
that while formulating a point of or
der, a member should quote the speci
fic rule or the provision o f  
the Constitution relating to the 
procedure of the House which might 
have been ignored, neglected or vio
lated. This is the Direction given 
earlier and I am merely following 
that Direction. Nothing more haa 
been done. This Direction is fully in 
accordance with the rules. The other 
remaining provisions are further 
limitations and they do not confer 
any further rights under Rule 376, 
Otherwise, if that is not the position* 
under the guise of point of order, we 
will raise many disorders in this 
House. That is what has been hap
pening in the House. I am not going 
to allow it. I am sticking to the rule 
for the benefit of the House, not for 
my benefit. I am perfectly in agree* 
ment with you that I am as much 
bound by the rules as any member 
is. But what the rule is, finally you 
should leave it to the decision of one 
person and that person can be no 
other than the Speaker of the House. 
It is more by convenience, not because 
I have greater knowledge than you. 
My knowledge need not be greater 
than yours, but my authority must 
be final for the benefit of the House.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: What 
happened to my point of order? 
Under rule 376, the point of order I 
want to raise is this. I again reite
rate that this House is not competent 
to discuss law and order issues re
lating to a State. That is clearly 
defined and we are quite prepared: 
for that. Here I am trying to under
stand. The Home Minister of the 
Union Government is visiting . . . .

MR. SPEAKER: Again you are
going into the merits. I am not going 
to allow. I have disallowed your 
point of order.
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SHRI JYOTXRMOY BOSU: I have 
not finished.

MR. SPEAKER: I have disallowed 
jour point of order.

SHRI JYOTXRMOY BOSU: Let me 
finish. You can give your ruling 
or you may posh me out.

MR. SPEAKER: No; I am not going 
to do it. The House will be poorer 
if I push you out.

SHRI JYOTIBMOY BOSU: That is 
very kind of you. I am trying to 
understand. You educate me. The
Union Home Minister..........

MR. SPEAKER; I am not going to 
allow that. Don't record.

(Interruptions) ••
SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA

(Delhi Sadar): On a point o f order,
Sir. You rightly said while giving 
your verdict on Mr. Mavalankar’s 
point of order that one has to quote 
the rule which has been violated and 
you again rightly said that just as we 
are bound by certain rules, the Chair 
also is bound by certain rules.

MR. SPEAKER: What is your point 
o f order.

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA
I am coming to that.

MR. SPEAKER: You must first
come to that.

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA:
Rule 380 is there. You ask us to btate 
which rule is violated. Secondly, 
you say that nothing will go on 
record. My question is about the 
second one, that is, “nothing will go 
on record.” You can expunge certain 
words if you like but so far as the 
rides are concerned, I do not see any
where any rule giving the power to 
the Speaker to say, “nothing will go 
on record.”

MR. SPEAKER: I have under
stood your point. The rule provides 
that no one can speak in the House 
without the permission of the 
Speaker. That is the rule. When

you speak without the permission 
the Speaker, that is where my power 
comes in.

SHRI K. P. UNNIKRISHNAN 
(Badagara): We have not come here 

on account of your countesy or any 
one rise's. You would be violating 
the spirit of the Constitution and the 
Rules of Procedure if you take up 
this position. If I utter anything un
parliamentary, you can expunge it 
you can certainly have the power to 
expunge and we shall not question 
it and those expunged portions shall 
not form part of the record. But you 
cannot say that nothing of what I say 
shall go on record.

MR. SPEAKER: Not at all.

SHRI K. P. UNNIKRISHNAN: 
Unfortunately that is the precedent 
you have laid down, and you remem
ber that on the last day we had to 
take recourse to certain things which 
unfortunately happened in this House. 
So, if you persist, it is total violation 
of the Constitution. You cannot just 
do it.

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI (Chirayin- 
k il): Sir, I am on a point of order.
I was patiently listening to your rul
ing that nobody should question the 
authority of the Speaker.

(Interruptions)

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Ravi, I had 
given a ruling, may be right or may 
be wrong.

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI. I am 
not questioning that. But I am rais
ing a very relevant point which you 
have to consider. We speak every
thing in this House only with your 
permission. Rule 350 very clearly 
says that. You are the authority and 
&f you believe that everything of 
what those who speak with Dermis* 
aion should go on record, it means, 
Sir, that all the decisions that you 
take—we move some urgent matters 
under Rule 56. Rule 56 says that I

••Not recorded.
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can do only with your permission, 1 
can move any motion with your con
sent. So, in your wisdom you decide 
whether my motion is relevant or 
serious or important or not. AH the 
doors are completely dosed for rais
ing my voice in the House if you go 
strictly by Rule 850.

MR. SPEAKER: That is why I
don’t simply do it. ,

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: So, my
point is that when you stick to your 
interpretation regarding the point oI 
order, it means that it may or may 
not benefit the House, but it will 
only benefit the Ruling Party.

MR. SPEAKER: Not necessarily.

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: You are 
the custodian of the House to pro
tect the interests of both sides. But 
you go strictly by Rule 350 or you 
say ‘Don’t record’.

MR. SPEAKER- When I think it 
is not in the public interest, I do not 
give permission.

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir,
raising the voice of the people in the 
House against butchering of hunde- 
reds of people-----

MR. SPEAKER: Now we go to
Papers Laid.

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA: Under
Articles 355 and 356 of the Constitu
tion of India, it is very clear that the 
State Government should run in . c- 
cordance with the provisions of the 
Constitution of India. Article 355 
says that it shall be the duty of the 
Union to protect every State against 
any external aggression and internal 
disturbance and to ensure that the 
Government of every State is carried 
on in accordance with the provisions of 
this Constitution. That is why, the 
Members on this side have been urg
ing for the last six months that in 
many States includng U.P. the consti
tutional machinery has completely

broken because of internal distur
bance. . . .

MR. SPEAKER: Do not record. 
(Interruptions)**

M R SPEAKER: Under Article 355, 
it requires every State t0 run accord
ing to the Constitution. That is also 
so far as the Union is concerned. You 
will find that it also provides that the 
Union as well as the State Govern
ment must run according to the Cons
titution.

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA: Sir, if the 
Member is allowed to quote the rele
vant provision of the Constitution, 
has he not to express himself fully 
to satisfy the House and the Speaker 
and can the consent not be given to 
him to express on the provisions which 
are in conformity with the Constitu
tion? Before I submit to you, kindly 
hear me.

MR. SPEAKER: I am hearing you 
all the time.

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA: Under
Article 355, the constitutional machin
ery has completely broken down. 
That is why there are internal distur
bances.

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Lakkappa,
have you given a notice that the 
Constitutional machinery has broken 
down?

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA: Yes.

MR. SPEAKER: Where?

SHRi K. LAKKAPPA: In U.P.
MR. SPEAKER: Which is the

motion you are referring to?

SHRI K. LAKKAPPA: The ad
journment motion.

MR. SPEAKER: Your adjournment 
motion does not say that the constitu

tional machinuery has broken down in 
U.P. and President's rule should be 
declared. That is under article 356. No 
Member has given me much natice. Of 
course, if the notice is there, I will 
consider it. That is another matter.

••Nat recorded.
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No Member has given me notice 
that there has been & breakdown of the 
Constitution, and that President’* rule 
should be promulgated. Therefore, 
those questions under article 355 do rot 

, . tti.f
SHRI K. LAKKAPPA: My submis

sion is that in such situation..........
(Interruptions)

SHRI K. P. UNNIKRISHNAN: On 
a point of order, Sir, I have sent you 
two notices of motions of privilege 
against the Minister of External Aff
airs, Mr. Vajpayee and yet another 
motion of privilege against Shri H. M. 
Patel. I would like to know whether 
you have considered them.

MR SPEAKER: It is under consi
deration We will inform you.

Now, Papeis to be laid.

12.46 hrs.

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE 
A n n u a l  R epo rt  or G u j a r a t  S ta t e  
forest  D e v e l o p m e n t  C o r po r a t io n  
L td., V adod ara  for  t h e  t e a r  ended  
30-9-1977 AND CERTIFIED ACCOUNTS OF 
A n im a l  W e lia h e  B oa r d , M adras  fo b

1974-75 w it h  S ta t e m e n t  f o r  delay

THE MINISTER OF AGRICUL
TURE AND IRRIGATION (SHRI SUR 
JIT SINGH BARNALA) I beg to iiy 
on the Table:—

(1) A copy of the Annual Re- 
pbrt of the Gujafrat State Forest 
Development Corporation Limited, 
Vadodara for the year ended 30th 
September, 1977 along with the 
Audited Accounts and the Com
ments of the Comptroller and 
Auditajr Geneijal thereon, under 
section 619A of the Companies Act, 
1856. [Placed in Library. See No, 
LT-2101/78].

(2) (i) A  copy of the Certified
Accounts (Hindi and ver
sions) of the Animal Welfare 
Board, Madras, for the year 1974- 
7s and the Audit Report there

on, under sub-rule (4) o f Rule 14 
of the Animal Welfare Board (Ad- 
ministration) Rules, 1962.

(ii) A  statement (Hindi and 
English versions) showing reasons 
for delay in laying the documents 
mentioned at (i) above. [Placed in 
Library, See No. LT-2102/78].

MR. SPEAKER; Mr. Ravi wanted 
to raise on abjection Mr Ravi

SHRI VAYALAR RAVl (Chiray- 
mkil): This is a matter often raised 
m the House. Sir, you have also war
ned the Government once that it is 
not a fair practice to delay the re
ports so much. Item 2 (2) (i) is 
about 1974-75. Reports are yet to 
come for 3 years.

MR. SPEAKER: We have got the 
explanation.

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: What
about other years? You have got tbe 
explanation only for 1974-75. What 
happened to the rest of the years? It 
is not this alone You must give a 
severe warning, that Government 
should see that___

MR SPEAKER; You know how 
many times

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Ana it is 
the same thing about Dr. Chunder 
also Mr. Bamala has put in an ex
planation only for 1974-75... .what 
about the rest of the years? Do you 
think that a person can give the re
port at any time and get away with 
it?

MR. SPEAKER: I will send it to 
the Committee— Now item 3.

C e rt ifie d  A cco un ts  o f  In dian  In s t i
t u t e  o f  T e c h n o lo g y , K h a ra g p u r  f o r
1975-76 w it h  s t a t e m e n t  f o r  d e l a y  a n d  
S t a t e m e n t  re . n o t  l a y in g  t o t  A w' -  
m a l  R e po rt  e t c . o f  R a s h t r iy a  S a n s ,  

k r it  S a n s th ^ n , New D e l h i  f o r  
1976-77.

THE MINISTER OP EDUCATION, 
SOCIAL WELFARE AND CULTURE 
(DR. PRATAP CHANDRA CHUNDER)':


